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of the Winds." It is 40 leagues broad, and stretches
southward into the heart of Arabia. In winter the wind
sometimes shrieks across it like a demented spirit, while
in summer time when the air is hot and thin the wind
blows uneasily first from one direction and then from
another. The plain seldom sleeps under a truce of the
winds, which come out to battle for causes that are hidden
in the heart of nature. At times one of the winds gets the
uppermost hand and you can feel it in hot pursuit of its
beaten rivals; and then the others gather up their broken
forces and carry on the sullen quarrel. I have seen a
west wind lash up the clouds till they spurt columns of
rain, and I have seen it, almost at one blast, send them
scurrying away and tumbling as fast as they can below
the horizon. If you happen to be marooned on the
upland there is not a stick or stone behind which you can
shelter; the wind just goes on blowing and you cannot
get away from it. Anyone who has had experience will
vouch for it that wind is harder to endure cheerfully for
any length of time than almost any of the other com-
panions that force their company on sojourners in the
desert.
Not far from the highest point of the Air Track across
the "Upland of the Winds," to be more precise between
L.G. O and L.G. P, an aeroplane came down by the track
never to rise again. Its skeleton long remained as a
landmark, and it was called "Grummets Grange." By
now, but for a few metal parts, it has probably fallen to
dust; but those who know its story will remember the
name of "Argo," which the pilot called his aeroplane,
and the wings as proud and white as the sails whic&
carried the argonauts of old in search of the golden fleece.
Towards the western side of the "Upland of tfce

